Destination:
SMEs and the Multiannual
Financial Framework

Which route for access to
credit and provision of
funding for SMEs?

3rd April 2019 - from 9.30 AM to 12.00 AM, European Parliament, ASP 5E2 Room
How to help SMEs to be competitive: opportunities under the approaching 2021-2027 Multiannual Financial Framework and
the new credit risk model, built specifically for SMEs access to credit, will be discussed.

AGENDA & SPEAKERS
9.30

Accreditation

10.00

Welcome & Introduction

10.15

TEN-T policy and EU financial instruments

Alessandro Carano, Cabinet Expert for Commissioner
Violeta Bulc

10.30

Aspects related to Capital market Union

Andrea Beltramello, Member of Cabinet of Commissioner
Valdis Dombrovskis

10.40

Modelling Credit Risks for SMEs

Edward I. Altman, New York University Professor
Maurizio Esentato, Founding Partner & CEO Classis Capital

10.55

SME access to finance: EU policies and financial instruments

Armando Melone, European Commission DG GROW G2 H3

11.05

EIB’s support to SMEs: facilitating SME access to finance by
addressing market failures

Milena Messori, Equity, New Products and Special Transaction Head
of Division, European Investment Bank

11.20

Interactive debate and contributes from experts

MEP Elisabetta Gardini, MEP Paolo De Castro, industry, associations

11.50

Closing remarks

Evelin Zubin, President of Fondazione CS MARE

Fabio Massimo Castaldo, Vice President of the European Parliament
Alberto Mazzola, President of Italian Initiative Group

Organized by:
Gruppo di Iniziativa Italiana (GII) (Italian Initiative Group) is the association that represents the Italian community in Brussels in the field of entrepreneurship, agri -food, innovation, research, and
services. Founded in 1995, the GII is committed to enhancing the image of Italy in the European Capital, through the coordination of Italian actors and the creation of a network of relations with Belgian
and European institutions. In fact, GII members are the main institutions and trade associations of the Italian business world, large industrial groups, banks and businesses with a strong international
projection, institutions representing the research and university world, Regions, Autonomous Provinces and the Chamber-based Italian system.
Fondazione CS MARE is a platform promoting exchanges and catalysing synergies between Italian public authorities, the production chain, especially SMEs, and the European Institutional context. Fondazione CS MARE multidisciplinary team has expertise on the various aspects of the blue economy and on integrated maritime policies, all with strategic value for Italy and for the Euro-Mediterranean
area. As a reaction to the new measures on mobility proposed by the community executive, Fondazione CS MARE - which since July 2017 act as a trait d’union between the European Institutions and the
Italian business world - has decided to publish a Booklet entitled “Destination Europe on the Move”, a guide that analyses a selection of the Commission’s proposals by focusing on two main topics: the
use of alternative fuels and the digitization of the entire transport sector, two elements destined to revolutionise the landscape in which European companies are moving today.

